
LINDSEY LONG
CELEBRATING THE HORSE 
ONE PHOTO AT A TIME

By Barbara Pinnella 
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At the same time, I was taking 
pictures of my own horses, 
and friends’ horses, and also 
doing the journalism part on 
the side as well as taking 
marketing photos for a horse 
show management company. 
When Coronavirus hit and all 
the events were cancelled, I 
unexpectedly had free time to 
focus on doing portraits of 
horses and their riders.

“I realized that I really loved it, as 
much as or even more than the jour-
nalist side of things," Lindsey contin-
ued. "There is just something different 
and amazing when you create a 
portrait of someone’s private horse that 
they totally love. Sometimes it brings 
tears to the client’s eyes to have that 
horse immortalized forever – it’s really 
satisfying.”
 
Lindsey doesn’t only take the photos. 
She admitted that she is a huge 
consumer of photography. She told us 
that she is always the �rst one at the 
photographer’s booth when she shows 
her horse and has hundreds of 
pictures, both good and bad.
 
While it has only been a year since 
getting her business license for Lindsey 
Long Photography, she is already in 
huge demand for her work, and she 
still writes as well.
 
“I just recently had an article in COTH, 
and then the following week I had to 
pass on another assignment since I did 
12 portrait sessions on one day that I 
had to edit on time. I hate turning any 
of it down; I love doing it all. Just being 
involved in what is going on in the 
industry is really fun to me. It’s just a 
different kind of storytelling; writing 
versus photography.”

indsey Long grew up riding 
horses. She begged for a horse 
from the time she could talk, and 
got her �rst horse when she was 
eight years of age. Throughout her 
childhood she barrel raced and 
did Western pleasure events. A 
residential high school and out of 
state college forced her to take a 
long break from the horses, but in 
college she discovered another 
passion: photography.

“I’ve always loved photography, 
starting with my �rst large format 
black and white �lm camera, but 
I’m not the kind of person who 
takes her camera on vacation,” 
she said. “I have to be inspired. I 
learned the fundamentals of pho-
tography but never shot consist-
ently. Fast forward to 2014, and I 
got my �rst horse as an adult and 
started in the hunter/jumper 
arena. Being around horses again 
inspired me to pick up the camera 
again, and it all started up from 
there.”
 
Lindsey was a journalist, and 
when she got that horse, she knew 
she wanted to write about it. She 
started a blog that was published 
by The Chronicle of the Horse 
(COTH), and that led to some 
reporting jobs at horse shows. The 
requests extended to wanting her 
to bring her camera and take 
some photos.
 



“I actually was a fashion model for 
about eight years, and I learned to 
do retouching from L.A. fashion 
photographers. Even if you are 
very skinny, if you squeeze your 
arm against your body, your arm 
looks bigger,” she laughed. “So, I 

can retouch things like that for the 
client. The horses are perfect as 
they are, but from the human 
perspective, I make sure my 
human clients are getting the best 
picture possible of themselves.”

It was pointed out that some people want pictures with their horse but hate the idea of 
being in front of the camera. While Lindsey does offer portraits of horses without their 
humans, she also offers skilled retouching for horse and rider sessions.

Lindsey does not just ‘pose’  the person 
with the horse. That can also make people 
uncomfortable and the look might be forced. 
Instead, she uses a different approach.
 
“I don’t say, ‘Give me your best Vogue cover 
look.’ Instead, I might tell them to turn to 
their horse and play with their muzzle or to 
give them a big hug. It’s a lot easier for 
horse people to just interact with their horse 
and let me be there, than try to be 
supermodels.”
 
When doing her photography, Lindsey looks 
at things from the perspective of the client. 

Sometimes they want to wait to schedule a 
session until after a particular horse show, or 
maybe until next year. But there is a reality 
that comes with that. Unfortunately, our 
horses are not always with us. They might 
sell, or get sick or injured, or worse.
 
“This year I had two clients who were in the 
process of scheduling, who lost their horses 
before we were able to do the sessions. One 
was an older horse and we knew we were 
running against the clock, but one was only 
six years old. That was just devastating to 
me.”
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Lindsey would really want everyone who 
feels that special bond with a horse, or 

any other animal they might love, to 
capture and celebrate that relationship 

that means so much to them. Her 
beautiful work with lighting and 

retouching will provide the client with 
special, wonderful, and lasting memories 

to cherish forever.


